Explicit Content

I read it from internet but I still can't understand the meaning. Could you make a sentence by using "explicit content"?
For learning: English.The Parental Advisory Explicit Content logo is also known as the 'Parental Advisory Logo' or
PAL. The logo must be displayed in black and white (if being used).The Parental Advisory label (abbreviated PAL) is a
warning label first introduced by the In response to later hearings in the following years, it was reworded as " Parental
Advisory: Explicit Content" in The system went unchanged until.Artists and managers must label their tracks as
"Explicit" in compliance with the guidelines below. In addition, artists and managers are responsible for ensuring
.Explicit content. It's great to hear music as the artist intended it to be heard. This means Spotify can sometimes include
explicit content. Look out for the EXPLICIT .When Explicit Content is disabled, tracks marked as 'explicit' appear
greyed out and will be skipped over by ospekuny.com setting applies only for.The explicit logo is applied when the
lyrics or content of a song contain one or more of the following criteria which could be considered.Use the Parental pane
of iTunes preferences to restrict access to explicit content in the iTunes Store.You can restrict Pandora from playing
songs or displaying ads with explicit language. Enabling this filter will limit Pandora to playing music and ads that
could.Spotify users have been requesting a Spotify explicit content filter for years on the Spotify forums. Six years after
the initial request, Spotify has.Explicit Content on ospekuny.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Cassandra
Rivers and Leila Aponte have been puttin' it down as Sabrina Steelo and.The "Parental Advisory" label -- how it got
there and what counts as "explicit content.".Now you can be sure that only suitable audiences are seeing your content.
Blogs that are marked explicit are kept out of search results for people in Safe Mode.Right under account, you have the
option to Allow Explicit Content. If you turn this off, any content labeled with the E tag will not play.Find a Crushead Explicit Content first pressing or reissue. Complete your Crushead collection. Shop Vinyl and CDs.The Explicit Content
trope as used in popular culture. Explicit sexual material, and works containing it. Troper discretion is advised. Also
known as .Explicit Content Lyrics: Warning ya'll this song contains explicit content / If you don't like that then I don't
give a fuck / Origan hit that bass / I'm the most.This work includes material that may be protected as a trademark in
some jurisdictions. If you want to use it, you have to ensure that you have.Message I get is wrt explicit content and to go
to ospekuny.com I haven't changed anything beyond having issues w Alexa recognize a Sonos one."Sexually explicit
content" means (i) any description of or (ii) any picture, photograph, drawing, motion picture film, digital image or
similar visual representation.
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